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The producers sample pack contains 10 volumous indepth Kontakt project files, with these being fully
instrumented and equipped with control via the Kontakt Engine 1.5 instrument rack. Presented in
24bit quality 192kbs mp3's, and 100mbps Wav, you could be sitting on a boss production in no time.
Also included is a complete mix down and production files for Ableton Live (untouched), ProTools (edit
only), Apple loops, Reason Refill, Apple Loops and REX2 Loops. So why have you not heard of Swedish
House Mafia member Steve Angello? Well, there are some compelling reasons, such as the fact he's
been embroiled in legal battles with producers who claim he stole parts of their songs (and won!), as
well as the difficulty in replacing his creativity, which is almost impossible! Overall, this package, and
the set of demos included within, should be a valuable asset to the producers on your team. And to
complete the package, Robin has also prepared mixed down instrumental versions of the 30 loop
samples, so you can simply drag and drop them straight into your DAW to get the job done! Please
Note: When selecting the appropriate download version for your requirements the Zip (Main) format
includes Acidised Wav and Rex2 Loops all single (non looping) sounds and Sampler Patches for
Kontakt, Halion, NNXT, EXS24 soft samplers. Reason Refill, Ableton Live Packs and Apple Loops are
not included, and must be purchased where available as a separate downloads. Apple Loops packs
also include any single hits and EXS patches where applicable. Please note: This music was created by
sample manipulation and loops using software instruments, sampler patches, 127 FL, ADSR and Apple
Loops. All samples were created and played back through M-Audio key labs and iLife '09 with Logic
‘09.
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